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Mechanization, L1bour-use 
and Productivity in Agriculture 

S. S. Johl 

In the process of economic growth, different inputs keep losing or 

gaLning their importance as available resource-mix, technology and level 

of development of an economy move to a higher plane. A factor crucial at 

one stage under a given set of technologLcal alternatives may not remain 

so at a subsequent stage. A factor with a zero or low marginal productivity 

might, on the other hand, turn out to be a strategic input as Rn economy 

moves on a growth path. Something very qimilar happens to the use of 

mechanical power in a developing agriculture. In India, for instance, till 

very recently beforP. the seed-fertilizer revolution, the animal draft puwet 

(both stationary and motive) was generally considered to be a surplus 

resource in the situation of small farms operated with bullocks. Most ol 

the farm management studies aiming at improving the resource-use efficiency, 

therefore, assumed it to be a surplus resource not putting any constraint 

on the production programmes of these farmers. Some arguements based on 

'studies in economics of farm management 1 , {lQ! * went to the extent of 

establishing the superiority of small farms over the large ones, because of 

*Figures in parentheses are the citations of references. 
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abundantly available animal (bullocks) power and family labour.ll2,13,! After 

the green revolution, beginning 1966-1967, however, animal draft power and 

even labour shortages started being realized in some parts of the country 

such as Punjab and Haryana states and W€stern Uttara Pradesh. 

Influenced by the fast growing populations over a huge base of teaming 

millions, non-agricultural sector not growing fast to absorb the increasing 

multitude of unemployed workers, farms getting smaller through subdivisions 

and an overall capital shortage in the developing countries, social 

scientists and some policy makers are disenchanted with the process of 

mechanization in the developing agriculture of the less developed countrie~. 

Apparently very convincing arguements are now being put forth in favor of 

small farms, labor-intensive technology and against mechanization, especial". 

tractorization, in the developing economies which have abundant labor suppl1 

and are short of capital. In West Pakistan, for example, Bose and Clark 

have tried to make a strong case against mechanization by showing direct 

as well as indirect private and social costs to be higher than the benefit~, 

They, however, start with an assumption that tractors essentially replace 

lahour: which is not always true. Also, financial costs and benefits are 11' 

very appropriate coefficients to justify such a stand on this issue. Apart 

from quite a few not very appropriate assumptions in these calculations, 

inclusion of cost of training of drivers militates against the basic 

desirability of vocational trainings in the developing countries.(l~/These 

arguments in many cases emerge out of an analysis of a static picture of the 

economy and in some cases are theoratical abstractions only. Time dimensiou 

and the speed of change are often ignored. I.J. Singh analysing the 

transformation of traditional agriculture in Punjab, rightly observes that 

technological change is task oriented. It consists of task by task replace

ment leading to a period of transition during which labour saving and 
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labour using technologies continue to be justaposed in a 'hybrid technolog', 

whose components depend upon the detailed cost structure of operations and 

whose proportions change over time.\2~ At this stage, it is important to 

examine carefully the various aspects, Lnfluences and implications of 

introducing and enhancing the availability of machine-power on the agricultural 

and over-all growth of the developing economies. Such an analysis will be 

helpful in delineating reasonable and feasible models of mechanical power-use 

in these countries. This paper, with no intentions or presumptions of 

providing a complete or in any way final analysis, is an attempt to put for'·,· 

some arguments on the process and implications of introducing mechanical 

power in the agricultural sector of the developing economies. Here the 

analysis specifically aims at setting the arguments on (1) the re 1 ationsh1 c 

of mechanical power use with labor employment in the 'lfSricul tura 1 sector 

on the farm level, (2) subsidiary or acc.Jmpanyin~ influences 01 '11echanical 

power-use in agriculture on non-farm job opportunities, and (3) other economit:, 

diseconomies and influences on economic, social and political matrix of the 

economy. 

These objectives no doubt seem to be a little too im-

prPssive to be fully explored in this paper. Yet, the aim here is to pu~ 

forth some arguments, as far as possible supported with data, to be pursued 

further. Many of the points in arguments here are not new, yet the purpose 

is to consider them in totality and from a different angle. 

The data used in this analysis pertains mainly to the state of Punjab 

in India. The conditions of the state are no doubt a little unique in 

terms of high production potentials, peasant proprietorship, land tenures 

and mainly a small scale industry. Yet, the situation is not so unique 

that results cannot provide any replicable insight on the process and im

plications of machine use. In fact, the analysis of the very factors con

tributing to the dynamic economy of the state can be educative for the 
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planners and policy makers of other areas and economies for their rapid growth 

and development. 

Mechanical Power, Labor-use and Productivi!,y 

Power (both stationary and motive) b as good ii resource 1n the lms i.ness 

ot farming as any other resource such as land, labor and various categories 

of capital. These resources influence anc get influenced in their pro

dut;tivity by the total productivity of tht' firm and level of factor-use 

(management considered as a factor of production). Uther tactor~ and 

influences held constant, marginal productivity of anv of ti1ese resoLlrcef; 

will follow a classic production-response path. The use of abundant {free\ 

resource is, therefore, likely to be pushed to the point of zero raarginal 

product. Labor is considered to be such <m abundant resource in many otiwr 

de,;eloping countries. Considerable inter\'st, therefore, has heen generated 

in labor-use-patterns and its productivitv. Some considering lat>or to be .t 

free (or at least abundant) resource recrn.~end its intensive use and rlo nut 

consider it advisable to introduce me chan i.cal power, .es peciall v when i.t come 

t:o the use of tractors. [4, 24, 25, 2~ 

Machines use scarce capital resource::; and replace abundantly available 

labor resources creating more unemployment with the consequences uf mal

distribution of incomes and poverty of masses, outflow of labor to cities 

agf!ravating slum conditions and leading to social as well as economic 

polarization in the economy; these are some of the arguments that look simple, 

straight and apparently so true that one is liable to agree with them out

rightly. These would hold true if one visualizes the economy in a static 

situation with a once-for-all replacement of human labor, or at least a 

maior part of it, with mechanical power imported from outside of the country. 

rhere is very little room for questioning the argument on economic grounds 

because of near zero or low opportunity cost of the labor and high opportunity 



and socLal cost of capital. On social ;:nd political grounds, lah,,r suhstit11·· 

tion with capital under the situation of millions of people uncmph1yed ur 

under-employed will be disasterous. However, this argument loses much of 

i.ts validity when mechanization is visualized as a process of slow, well 

considered and orderly adoption of machines with alt its complimentary effects 

on demand for other inputs, and in the process on demand for labor. Machine'; 

substitute for labour in the performancf· of certain farrn ,)pcrati.ons at :, 

given 1evel of output, yet it enhances che capability to pei:lol·m thc.F• 

operati.ons more intensively and more number of times and necessitates 

some other operations which otherwise will not be performed. ~chanical-

power use may thus have some complimentary effects on labour-employment 

at the farm-firm level. On a farm-firm level, if mechanical-power use 

substitutes for labour, it does so mostly at an advanced phase on the 

expansion path. 

The fact is often not fully appreclated that in an underdeveloped 

agriculture a vicious circle gets established where low level of power-use 

(tractors. pumps. other machines and accompanying implements) does not 

permit fuller utilization and development of other scarce resources such 

as intensive use and development of land, irrigation development, reclamatiun 

and perservatlon a£ dry and cultivable wasteland and above all timely and 

proper performance of farm operations. Due to a power bottle-neck, adopt io1' 

level of technological innovations may thus remain low.* Grmvth of the 

farm-firm, horizontally and virtically, may grind to a stop. Schult;:; 

believes that incentive to work more than is done is weak because MP of 

labour is low; and the incentive to save more than is done i.s weak because 

the marginal productivity of capital is also very l.m-.1.; 20, 

___________ , __ _ 
*New technology in this analysis means all elements of techuo.i ogicai 

innovations other than the use of machine-power. 



resources such as labor, availability of which is exogenous t<> the hus i.ness 

of agriculture depending upon natural growth of population, ~o surplus and 

agricultural economy establishes a low-level-equilibrium with lots of farm 

labour under-employed or disguisedly unemployed. No wonder this low-

level-equilibrium reconciles itself with a low level of capital availabil i.ty 

'lnd the given (traditional) techniques of production. Tho.; farm-firms shm .. ' 

no further demand for even \..rorking capital.* If avaiiabi litv ot t.:1c most 

, i.mi ting resources (mechanical power in particular) is not etllia11ceu, the: 

potentials of growth may thus remain unexploited. 

Unfortunately, in most of the arguments against mechanization economi . ., t ; 

use aggretative analysis and assume human labor and machines supplying tile 

same motive-power to the farm from two different sources; which is not trm~, 

Power supplied by labor and that supplied by machines cannot be aggregated 

as one homogenous input. Hand labor (or labor with traditional tools) can 

not always do the job as human hands can do with the help of machines 

especially in the dry land cultivation. Often, and especially so in the 

initial stages of growth of the agricultural economy, machines serve as an 

appropriate power in the hands of workers to do certain jobs which they 

cannot do or do so ~..rell without them. Here the odds go against machines 

only as much as they would go against the introduction of improved irnple· 

ments to replace traditional wooden implements! /!Argument on this aspect 

can be simplified as: (1) human labor \ITith traditional implements and that 

with machines are two sources supplying two different categories of po~ r, 

v!h ich cannot be completely aggregaten, (2) second category of power can 

be a limiting resource i.n the under developed agriculture t'.' keep farm-

labor r.mployment and its producrivi ty <:t " low level' and en once this 

constraint is removed, a farm-firm cnn expand horizontally as 1t1ell as vu--

*At the annual conference of Indian Society of Agricultural Economics at 
Anand, 1966, some participants held the view that Indian farms \~Tere not 
~apital starved, because their existing production programmes did not 
c~ow demand for working capital. 



Lcally to demand ::nore of labor and i.mp ove i.ts pr• Juctivit\ .. 1s :-rc·' l a:

• 11c:cease returns to other factors of pr.lduction. 

The validity of this argument can le illustrated witl' t:1H? dat:< en fw1iat· 

state in India, which is a spectacular :..ase of a fast devel~>•~;ng al.':c·iculto!H 

and a rapid expansion in mechanical power-use on the farms. Table 1 depicts 

the situation of a section of farmers (progressive farms) wh-ich fall in 

the categories of innovators or early adopters. It can be reasonably 

assumed that what is their stage today in a cross-section of the farmers' 

population, can be the stage of less progressive and late adopters on thL~ 

time series scale in future. Although it may not be a per feet assumpt.L(1n, 

yet, it is a reasonable and practicable assumption considered from the 

view point that economic envi.rorunent, capabilities and feasibilities for an 

entrepreneur change quite consistantly in a set direction as he moves on 

the adoption path through time. Cross-sectional stages can be, therefore. 

interpreted into time series stages with a fair degree of confiuencc in 

this case. It can be, thus, safely assumed that over time, other farmers 

\o~ill be what progressive farmers are today. As the rate of change in tlw 

agricultural adjustments slow~down at the higher levels, there will be a 

higher and higher concentration on the <tpper levels of adoption curve and 

more farmers Hill enter the category of progressive farmers. Naybc tLe 

speed is different, the direction of change will be .::t L:nost the same. 

A real move towards mechanization of farm operations iTt the Punjab 

state started in the year 1966-67 in the t-lake of introduction of hir~h 

yielding wheat varieties. These varieties demanded a higher use of fer

tilizers, more of irrigation and more careful management. C1mp led with 

assured high prices, higher yields from the new varieties of ~teat and 

some other such crops as maize~nd ground-nut made it renumerativc for the 

farmers to reclaim culturable wastelands and use the already cultivated lands 

more intensively. Animal power available with the farmers turned out tu be 



Year 

1966-67 

1967-6G 

1(1(" r.c· 
JV ;-~_., 

19&~'- 7() 

T;:blc 1 

Changes in F"lrm Labour. Bullocks and Tractor Use in Punjab 
:)ased on a san1ple of progressive farms in i?unjnb* 

Intensity Total V.:bour Used 
Avl'r.:J.P.C k:rea~e ~)f Lr:bor )er cropped per cu1ti-

,;ulti vn ted Cropped ~rQp_ping Used Acre ~d acre 
(H. Hours) (i"t. Huurs) 

JJ .19 42.05 126.69 114Gl 346 273 

3J.g7 44.73 132.06 13021 l:.:)G 309 

j(.). 35 l.,9. gs 135.39 1(~310 (.1.'+3 327 

) l) • 7::_i 5J. ;)() 1!+4. 2G l~·li~s ,,;•1' J42 ··: ..... 

Bullccl~ 

'lours used per 
;roEEed acre 

12 7. 53 

76.15 

48,!: 

J5.f:S 

*From the files 0f the Department of Economics and Sociology, Punjab Agricultural University, :Wdhiana. 

Tractor 
hours used 
per c:::topped acre 

11.94 

9.58 J 
ex 
' 

12.72 

17.24 
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J:l~apa'J)e o£ dolitg these j:Jbs. Bullock power, therefore, started being 

substituted by tractors and pumping set: operated with electri.c and oil 

engines. The substitution was necessitated by the inability and inadequacy 

of bullock-power to perform harvesting «nd sowi.I,g, operations in time in 

order to leave sufficient margin for preparation of fields for the following 

crops and to save the crop from damages by rains.* Since the new varieties 

of crops require higher dozes of fertilizers, irrigation, cultural operations 

and after-care, derr.and for labor and motive as well as draft power exceeded 

the availabilities on the farms. The mechanization of farm operations undc:r 

the new economic environment thus started taking place generating forc(~S 

that made it possiLie to increase the intensity of cropping, bring new 

lands under cultivation and perform agricultural operations more intensively. 

ti-mely and properly. As a result, demand for labor increased and continued 

increasing over the last four years. It is not showing any signs of decline 

so far. Figures in Table 1 provide the magnitudes of these changes in 

r:espect of a sample of some progressive farms in the state. Over a period 

of four years average cu'ltivated area increased by about 11'/. Cropped 

area increased by over 267. with an over-all intensity of cropping increasiw·. 

from 126.69% in 1966-67 to 144.26% in 1969-70. A marked shift Ln these 

variables can be noted after the year 1968-69. As a result of this expan-

s ion in cro,I> acreage horizontally as well as vertically, labor-use on tht: 

tarms increased. by over ~8 percent during this period. This increase in the 

intensity of cropping occured due to a combined effect of all the elements 

of new production technology including seed, fertilizer, irrigation, etc. 

*Such a time squeeze is showing up to be more serious in rice growing areas 
in India. With the old varieties of rice, three crops a year are possible 
in certain areas in the south because each crop takes 90 to 95 days only. 
With the new varieties taking more than 100 days per crop, it is difficult 
to adjust three crops in a year. For an explanation of a similar situation 
in East Pakistan, see Lawrence (l4l . 
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Yo:::.t, it was made possible to use these Elements on intensive and extensive 

scale only through the use of water pumping machines and tractor power. 

Tractor power use increased by over 44 percent during this period. Tractc•rs 

and pumping sets coupled with wheat thrashing machines replaced the bullock 

p:~ter, reducing its use to less than 28 percent of what it was in 1966-67. 

These data show a high degree complementarity between mechauical power 11st· ;;p,; 

labor employment on these farms. Here the substitution took place only tor 

bullocks (animal draft power). 

The Punjab Board of Economic Enquiry data also support this line of 

argument ~): Table 2 provides the information for three selected years 

aver a period of more than ten years. Although no djrect conclusion on 

the degree of association between mechanical power use and laoor employment 

~be drawn from these data, because quantitative information on the degre<' 

E_t mechanization of these farms is not available, it can be safe 1 y assumed 

that this sample of farms also got mechanized to the same degree as others 

tn the state. If the degree of mechanization of these farms is assumed to 

be fairly high as on average farms, increase in the labor use and i.ntensitv 

o-E cropping on these farms suggests a high degree complimentari.ty betwePn 

rnechanical pow·er-use and labor employment. Compared to the !955-So, 

~mployment .of f.arm worket:s in terms of number of days employed in a year 

~eased by about 26 ?er~ent in 196lt-6'i• A:; process ~Jf mechantz;ati9n pro-

c .. .,de<!: ._fa~~er in the next thl:'ee years, ··mp loyment increased by another 2.4 

points. Not only the employment increased in terms of number of days worked 

during a year, it also increased in terms of number of hours worked i,n a da:v. 

Where as over-all employment on these farms increased by 64!, in one decade 

of a slow adoption of improved technology and mechanization, it iucreased by 

further 66 points in three years of rapi.d adoption during the period 1961+-b'") 

through 1967-68. This was. to a great extent. made possible by the process of 
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1955-56 

196l~-G5 

1967-68 
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.H:.:nu·'ll labour put in pe.: ::arm~Hcrl~cr 

nnd ~ntens~ty of croppin3 ~n central Punjab 
(D:,oed on Y;:!rm .kcounts i. ·: . . ::tjah) 

Days Hr.u:.:s 
ncr anum ••er dav 

196.1 l: .• :35 

243.5 ~, }ty 

2S5.5 (:) .1;.6 

Intensity 
of cropping 

137.5 

JL~4 .t.; 

1 ,. ;:; ') 
,j. _)_; • ..J 

~Jourco. The Y:Lard of tconomic Enqui.ry, Punjab, F:1rm A ·counts .!::..£..~ 

~unlab, 1055-~~, 19G4-65, 1?67-60. 

Table 3 

Changes in returns per anum to various factors of proJuction 
c:mployed in l>:::;rl-cultt:re, central Punjab, 19S5-56 through 1S'i)7<•: 

(D~sed on Farm A~counts D~ta) 
~· -~ 

Per family I: r perma- Fc.r For farmers' To farm cap:i.U.ll 
Year v1orker nent hired manage- L1bcur and (Excluding Lan:i 

labourer mcnt m.:lna:?,cment v.:i luc) 

1955-5(> 478.82 lf52. 97 -lf35. 
,..., 

-22.60 37. n ,.:_. 

1%4-65 J. 717.28 723.41 -216. \!;. .:.02. s·2 58.~'3 

1967-6(; )271.47 '1~2.S2 712. 1S ~.:57 .l~7 8(). 70 

·----·---·------
Source: The B:~ard of'~ anomie Enquiry, P:~njab, ;;·rmA::counts in the 

Puni!k, 1S55-~6, 1954-65, 1S~7-~C. 
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mechanization. The intensity of cropping during this period showed the 

same trend. It increased only by 6.9 plints during 1955-65 decade but 

increased further by 10.9 points i~ the next three years. 

Table 3 indicates what happened to the productivity of (measured in 

terms of returns to) various factors of production on the same sample of 

farms for which accounts were maintained by the Punjab Board of Economic 

Enquiry. [8:1 Figures show a trend of rapid increase in returns after 1964-bS. 

Returns to permanent hired labor improved by 59 points in the decade 1955-64 

and by 96 points further in three years 1965-68. The returns to management 

improved appreciably in the first period, but still remained negative. ln th(:• 

second period returns improved tremendously from a negative of Rs.216.34 to 

a positive figure of Rs.712.39. Returns per family worker, for farmer's 

labor and management and returns to the ~arm capital improved in the same 

manner, with a much higher rate of growth in the second period compared to 

the first period. Yet another study indicates as in Table 4 that in terms of 

productivity of land, yields per acre of almost all the commercial crops 

were found to be higher in case of tractor-operated farms compared to the 

yields on bullock-operated farms, both under tube-well as well as canal 

irrigated conditions. fl il These data in the first instance indicate that 

there is little basis to imagine that productivity per acre of land wi 11 be 

adversely affected by the tractor-usc~* It is not, however, possible here 

~o separate out the effectSof tractor-;use on these yield increases from 

that of fertilizers, irrigation, labour use and other inputs that went with 

it. The tractor input goes in package with other inputs, serving essentially 

*In West Pakistan, Bose and Clark have also reported increases in yields per 
acre due to mechanization in case of five crops out of six, to the extent 
of 117 percent to 146 percent of traditional farming yields.t 1 l 
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Table ,, 

:.:.-:;,~;:parison of l.'ield P'r.- .: · 8 ~)f 'i r :ous '.);>s 
on Tractor and Bullock c.: el·uted ,:c,·rms 

ic:: ro~:epur ·J·istri:.r ~of. ":."n_~2lJ 

~ 9 :·) £: .. G ~ 

·········----·----- --------------
Yceld in p: '~tals i' r Hectan: 

TLhe~well Holdinps Canal Irrt~atcd Ho1Jin~s 
... up Tractor B~llock Tractor DGlloc~s 

D n era t e d ___ .:;;D.~;;P.;e:.:r:..;;. ,'J:::..t::.c;:;.·.d ~:.-__ G.::;-. ...:.;;· c i'" ted 

10.62 

r);('nt ,. xican 24.70 ~) . ' : 

E .. S'J 

B. i: 7 

·--···---~-----·-··------

~)tudie:; in l>:•Jnon:ics of F•rm liil.l<lijer.:cnt, ;. rc1~:.e;mr _;,str~ ·t. 
!.':m_jab, :_; partr,1ent of E.rmomics <::nd ·.oc~ology, ·•mjtl' l.·~·i, 

tural l:niver:;i_ty, ludhinna, ;c,~-'.~ 
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tl.s an enabling factor, without which other inputs would not he used at that 

high level. The availability of tractor-power would thus enahJe a farmer to 

use more irrigation, fertilizers, labour and other inputs per :'lc:re in a 

package, shifting the production function upwards.* 

The element of seasonality in the farm operations is another factor 

which necessitates the use of mechanical power in order to increase output 

and create farm-work in the off seasons. For example, most uf the harvesting 

and sowing operations in Punjab (India) fall wtthin short pc·rinds 01 Ul t,•her-

November and April-Hay. In these periods mechanization is mninly :J 

question of timely sowings and harvests. In the absence of availabi li.ty ct 

machine-power these operations can get delayed, resulting in lesser acreage 

under crops and damage to the harvested crops by rains, etc. The mechanical 

power use thus enables the expansion of acreage under crops through meeting 

the demands of peak-work load periods, creating jobs for labour in the proce:;;: 

of tending to the crops during their growth period and in the hand1.ing of 

targer volumes of harvests and marketings. Gill estimates an i ncrcasE~ in 

the labour force used in hand 1 ing wheat crop in three m<::trkets of Punjab 

from 291 men in 1967-68 to 600 in 1970-71 and cartage charges increasing by 

c ., t 
lO to 43 percent and 25 to 125 percent [or the market to go-down and market 

to statio~transportation respectively during the same period. Further, 

cormnission earned by the catmnission agents increased from 0.22 million 

rupees to .981 million rupees; a 349% increase. Number of commission agents 

increased by 7% i.n larger markets to 88"/. in the smaller markets during this 

period (~i) , The marginal productivity of labour and its employment thus 

seem to be closely dependent upon and inter-linked with the mechanical-

.~;....._ __________ _ 
• 

*Billings and Singh also report a high degree correlation between the tractor 
use and multiple cropping in the state of Punjab (India). [21 
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power use in agriculture especially where seasonality factors o,ive :·i.se to 

the peak work-load periods. 

All these data from different sources support the argument that at this 

stage of development and probably .in the near future also, mechanization of 

farm operations in Punjab will --absorb more labor as a complementary input on 

farm-firm level and in marketing operations rather than substituting for it. 

Punjab data and experience show that there is no evidence to believe that 

mechanization in any way replaced labor so far. Infact, in the recent past 

Punjab farms in general have gone short of labor supply. In spite of a lot 

of labor employed from adjoining states of Raj is than and U .P., it is not 

uncommon to observe seeding and harvesting of crops getting delayed, hoeing 

and other cultural operations not performed or performed inadequately due 

to shortages of labor supply. As a result of this excess demand, \.Jages have 

been shooting up and farmers complaininr; of rising costs. 

This inter-action of mechanical power use and labour employment is 

conceptulized in Diagram 1. Although the diagram is not data based, yet 

over-all picture of a developing economy such as the state of Puniab in 

lndia would yield a similar general trend. With the old technology (traditiot\il: 

methods) total output wi11 be low at isoquant II and resource use :.po,..no 

and labor combination) at point Ol • Tli.s isoquant can be c<:u;; !Gen~d ,;s 

one (most representive of the situation_~ of the group of isoquants at tile 

level of old production technology. Machinery, in this case, can be sub

stituted for labor only at the cost of employment and wages as it will shift 

C:he resource combination from P1 to the direction of P2• More labour-

lntensive technology can be used only if the resource-use combination moves 

from 01 to the direction of P1• With the improved technology, the physical 

production possibility curve will shift up and the isoquant to Tz. 
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~ Representative Product Isoquant 
With Old Technology 

Tt Representative Product Isoquant 
With Improved Technology 

:P 
---- -· -- - -- - --; 3 

// ~\ 
/ ' 

/ ~' 
-- ---- -- ------:)~2 

/
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I I .,, 

' ' ' 
/ 

I I 
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p / I 1 
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I I \""' I 

--- :-~ -:- .. ----~I 
1 1 I -~-----Tl 
I 
I 

Machine-power Use 

Figure 1. INTERACTION OF MECHANIZATION WITH 
TOTAL PRODUCT, LABOUR EMPLOYMENT & 

LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY 
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Th1.s will represent another set of isoquants under the new production tech-

nology. Here the shift from t 1 to t 2 will be a discrete shift and it will 

be possible only if certain farm operations are mechanized, shifting the 

resource use from 01 to 02• Here the factor prices are assumed to remain 

unchanged. If, however, the factor-price ratios get distorLed in favour of 

tractors and other machinery through subsidies and import concessions as 
~ .. , 

has been the case i~Pakistan and some African as well as Latin American 

countries, the resource-use might shift from o1 towards P2 on T1 or from 

02 to the right on T2, using more of machine power in both the cases.f4, 24, 

2 
25, 26] At this point 02 labour employment will be at 10 • Here labour-

intensive technology will shift resource use combination towards P3 and to L~ 

Point of emphasis here is that in order to make it possible for the 

employment and labor productivity to increase from 11 to 13 (points of most 

intensive use of labour with old and neu technology respectively), it is 

necessary to use machine-power at least up to c3• Further it will depend 

on other social and economic considerations and objectives of the economy 

whether it will be desirable or not to increase the machine-use beyond C3 

point; yet there should be no dispute on a shift from pojnt P1 to P3 even 

if most labour-intensive technology is to be used, especially when the 

marginal productivity of capital investments goes in favor of agriculture 

compared to the non-agricultural sector investments.* 

*In Punjab there is evidence available to show that MVP of capital in agriculture 
is very high. Singh, Gurdev estimates it at Rs.2.93 and 4.37 per rupee for 
medium sized, bullock operated well irrigation farms in Ludhiana District 
for rabi and kharif seasons respectively [221 • lbere are many other such 
stud~of the Department of Economics and Sociology of the PAU Ludhiana 
and of other agricultural research institutes and universities in India 
which have shown MVP of capital to be very high in agriculture. 
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The interaction of mechanization and other elements of improved production 

technology with labour employment and i•s productivity is further explained 

in Diagram 2. The curves in this diagram are variants of the expansion 

path 0102 shown in Diagram 1. In the absence of a breakthrough in the crop 

production technology employment of labor would follow a path similar to 

E 1 -~-y1* and labor wages E2-K2-vy1• The influence of improved crop pro

duction technology in the absence of mechanization would be as of K1-l -y2 

on employment and K -P •Vy,_ on wage levels. Mechanization interaction with 

improved production technology would shift the labor-use and wage curves 
I I 

still up as P1-y2 and P2-vy2 respectively. Mechanization earlier to 

PP1-P2 stage would, however, cause unemployment through substitution of 

machine power for labor. MOst of the arguments against mechanization in 

LDC's are based on assumptions of this situation; which is not always true 

as shown by the data of the case study of Punjab in Table 1 through Table L,, 

It can be reasonably assumed that the agricultural economy of this state 

is at present operating at a stage somewhere depicted by the line x-x1-x2• 

This stage could have not been probably reached without the mechanization 

of farm operations such as power lifting of underground water for irrigation 

thrashing of wheat with mechanized thrashers and intensive cultivation of 

land with tractors. 

The process of interaction of mechanization with labor-use and pro~ 

ductivity can thus be summarily illustrated as in Diagram 3. As the state 

of technological innovations and their adoption improves on X axis, labor 

*Y. stands for total employment with animal power and old production technology. 1 
Vy1 stands for value of Y1, indicating wage level. Y2-Total employment with 
animal power and new production technology. Vy2-Value of Y2· Y2-Total 
employment with mechanization and new technology. Vy2·Value of Y2· 
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uc,e and its productiv1ty increase and rnr.ve on EB path.* c d d f ,, ons 1 ere r0m 

U1e point ot view of labor employment a•ld earnin~s, up to a , ertaL, 

stage introduction of mechanical power uill remain uneconomic-. This Pol.tt 

is indicated by B1. If mechanical power is used below this point, labor 

use and earnings will follow E~1path which is below EB1. Only at this 

break-even point, B1 and beyond, technology and its productivity would 

permit mechanization as it happened in Punjab (India) after 1966-67, when 

technological breakthrough made it not only feasible but expedient to use 

atechanical power because of the incapability of available human and bulh;, 

power to meet with the requirements of the new technology. Singh's K.L.P. 

model analysing the transformation of traditional agriculture in PunJab 

generates a picture showing a decline in annual labour use as a percentage 

c>f total labour available from 63.4% in 1952 to 48.6% in 1962 and then 

increasing to 54.4% by 1965, while the percentage of gross area sown by 

tractors kept increasing constantly from 7. 7% in 1952 to 25. '>l 1.n J Y65. It 

is to be remembered that the impact of green revolution in thjs state 

started around 1965-66. Up to this time, labour-use expansion path \.Jas 

below point B1 and labour got replaced ns the tractor-use increased. 

Around the year 1965-66 point B1 might have been reached and labour employ

ment started showing complementarity with the tractor-use.(231 Even Bose 

and Clark while arguing against the introduction of tractors in West 

Pakistan admit that a tractor can plough deeper and faster than a bullock 

and in some cases trade off between quality and speed may not be reasonable 

one.(l] In the absence of mechanical power-use, labor employment and 

productivity would thus move on B1T curve. The interaction of mechanical 

*Although theoratically labor employment and productivity can move in ~pposite 
directions yet it can be safely assumed and I believe so, they move ~n the 
same direction (upwards) as the production technology using the given 
resources improves. 
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power with other technological improvements will shift labor-usc and its 

productivity on B1-Ml-MT1 path. Further improvements on production 

technology wjll shift the employment-productivity curve upwards as 1.ndicated 

bv Bl-B2-Mz-Mr2 curve. Every subsequent technological improvement will 

snift this curve upwards pushing the maximum employment~productivity point 

'lp and to the right as indicated by the path M1-M2• 

There seems to be, thus no point in opposing or supporting the lntro

duction of mechanization per§£. in the agriculture of the developing countrtes. 

It all depends at ~-That stage of development other elements of production 

technology are; and what level and type of mechanization has already been 

achieved. Mbst of the developing economies are at a stage where th1s posit1v~ 

interaction has yet to start; where it has started,it is increasin8 at an 

increasing rate as shown in the case of Punjab. Mechanization thus seems 

to be highly desirable up to the point M1 , till the total farm-labor employ

ment and its productivity keep increasing. Substitution of labor takes plac~ 

only beyond point M1 on the expansion path. If production technology improve~ 

further, this maximum employment productivity point can go further beyond 

upwards. In most of the arguments against mechanization, situtation assumed 

is either left to XMrBl-B2 line or is based on the experience in developed 

economies beyond XM1-~ line. Both of these assumptions do not hold true 

in the present situation of the availability of better technical know-how 

and poor draft as well as motive power in the developing countries. Thus, 

cautious of 'M' points, there seems to be no reason to throttle the growth 

of employment and its productivity in the developing economies with a bias 

against mechanization when coupled with other technological development, its 

adoption can put the labor employment and its earnings on the path B1-~, 

with all the possibilities of its getting shifted still upwards to the right. 
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t~cro-Level ~mployment and Wages 

Looking at the Pl.Cture of the agrictltural economy of the PU'1Jilt stat\' 

as a whole, as shmvn 1n Table 5, argume1 tin favour of farr1 '1echa1 • .<. .. Hl.o: 

finds still further support. Up to the year l96o-67, workers <'mpJoved l.H 

agriculture as a percentage of total work force in Punjab kept dcc'J.lllng. 

But a sharp rise came in 1967-68, as th(• technological 1nnovat wns t ave- had 

their influence felt. Cultivated area per worker kept decre3s1n~ Ln resp mhE 

to the natural increase in the rural population; an exugene(odS var iablP tu 

the agricultural industry. Through the process of rnechanizatl.OI1 ,Jl fan 

operations such as lifting of irrigation water, sowing, harvesttnc_;; and 

thrashing of crops >·Jith machines and tractors, bE>came more e:'ls •, at I r rh t J" 

and renumerative. Agri.culture, therefore, started attract1.n · 1'!urc nt ,,,n·r... 

ic1rce; even many of those who had earlier left tor employme11t outs1de 

1eturning to their farms.* In spite o.t th1s increased population pressure 

0n agnculture, interaction of mechanization with other elements ot Lmpl ovl• l 

production technology increased the cropped area per worker. \Vhereas net 

l"ultivated area per worker declined fror1 2.23 hectares tn l9nU-bl to 2.Ut+ 

l1cctares in 1966-67 and to 1.82 hectares in 1967-6~, correspond1ng cruppe~ 

area per worker, remaining almost constant w~th minor variati0ns up to 

1966-67, increased sharply from 2.73 hectares in 196b-67 tu 3.7~· hectare& 

in 1967-68.[6) This would have not been probably possible without the 

use of mechanical power along with the other elements of improved produc-

t ion technology such as high yielding varieties of crops, fertilizers and 

other packages of farm practices. 

*Turnham states, " •.. Is it surprising that the sort of improvement in 
technology which the peasant farmer is most interested ~n is that which 
he economises on effort? By extension is it so sur?ris~ng.t~at many ?~t 
£ k i n the towns if the same income be got as 1.n trad~t1.onal agn. 
or wor ? "[2~ culture for an economy of physical effort. ~l 
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Table 5 

Agricultural Jimployrr.ent, Unemployment, \>!ages and Other 
Allied Statistics in Punjab, 1960-61 through 1968-69 

1960-61 1965-66 1S66-67 1967-68 1968-69 196_9...:_"?..Q___ 

Pet. of workers 
engaged in 
agri·culture 55.89 54.48 54.21 5.5.84 

CultivatP.d area 
per agricultural 
worker 2.23 2.06 2.04 1.32 

Cropped area per 
ag. worker 2. 77 2.64 2.73 3.79 

Wages paid/day 
a) Ag. labour: 

1. Ploughing 2.50 3.45 3.82 4.27 4. 70 6.15 
2. sowing 2.1+9 3.40 I 3.73 4.18 4. 74 6.12 
3. ,Weeding 2.65 3.31 3.66 3.94 4.59 5.83 
4. Harvesting 2 0:!' ..... 4.01 3.~4 4.93 6.14 7.43 
5. Cotton 

pi. eking 2.00 2.69 4.00 4.00 3.97 
b) Skilled labour: 

l. Other agr. 
operations 2.49 3.02 3.51 l, .11• 4. 71 5. ·~ 7 

2. Black smith 4.24 5.46 6.12 7.02 8.29 Hl.2U 
3. Carpenter 4.41 5.46 6.03 7.11 3.61 10.20 

Unemployment 
a) ·Total according 

to live regiGter 35220 50578 58627 72~171 

b) Farm, fishermen, 
hunters and 
related worlters 559 437 493 n1 

-----------· 
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Structure of wages also presents a sLmilar pLcture. Both for agrhnl-

t .ral operatJ.ons and skilled-job operations wages have been improving, 

particularly after the year 1966-67. In three years from 19 0 7-68 through 

1969-70, wages for plowing increased by 61 percent, for smvitP operations bv 

o4 percent, weeding 60 percent and harvesting 89 percent. All these are 

t nskilled or low-skill jobs. For other skilled jobs in agric 1 tt:re, wages 

improved by 70 percent during this period of three years. Wages of black-

smiths improved by 6b percent and of carpenters by 68 percent.x 

Unemployment figures indicate that where total unemployment in the st..U:! 

has been increasing as a result of natura] population growth and mitratic·, 

from other states, unemployment registration for agricultural workers has 

been very negligible and further declining. In 1968, more than one-thirJ 

ut the number on live register was of the persons seeking professiona1, 

technical, administrative, executive, managerial, clerical and the related 

jobs. More than one-fourth of these registrations were for craftsmen, 

production, process, transport and communication workers and more than one-

third registrations were for unclassified occupations.l6j There seems to 

be, thus, no evidence of substitution of machinery for human labor in agrL-

culture in this state even on aggregate level. Infact agriculture has beeu 

developing its capacity to absorb more and more labor out of ever increasing 

work-force generated by the exogenous factors of natural population growth 

and migration. Unemployment situation in the state, in fact in the whole 

country, is actually of a soaring number of white-collar-job seekers in-

adequately trained, rather untrained for doing any specific skill-job. 

Majority of those registered for clerical and administrative jobs is of 

simple matriculatas, higher secondary pass or B.A. pass. The traditional 

attitude of seeking white-collar-jobs after schooling persists. Education 

is not generally pursued to acquire skills for entering business, trade 

*Consumer price index for agricultural labourers in Punjab and Haryana with 
base 1950-57 t¥as 194 in 1967, 191 in 1968 and 196 in December 1969.(6 1 
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ol Lndustry. vlhereas agricultural devel.>pment involving nn 1nterplay nf 

mechanization with other elements of improved production technolot:;y nas 

generated considerable complementary dem:::tnd for labor and has increased 

the returns to the various factors of production. a corresponding st1ift 

in emphasis on job oriented training has not as yet occured in the educa-

t i.onal system. 

Influence on Non-Farm Jobs: Some Emoerical Evidences in the Punjab 

Witi1 the introduction of machines in agricultural production, many 

l~t~a l thy influences percolate to the non-agricultural sector. As an 

11] ustration, in the state of Punjab in response to the rnechanizat i..on of 

farm operations, manufacture of electric motors, oil engines, pumpin~ st>ts 

thrashers and other power-drawn tools and implements got started, commercial 

firms increased in number and expanded the volume of their business and 

trading shops expanded and increased in number appreciab1 y during the pel- ioJ 

1%6-67 through 1969-70. As a result,employment opportunitiE>s expanded 

outside of the agricultural sector. This influence, of sure, spread to 

the outside of the state too. Not even accounting for the very i"nportant 

pusit1ve influences on non-farm employment outside of the state. t.:1ble ,, 

shows a cognizalbe expansion of off-farm employment \·li thi.n the state: 

production of agricultural implements and machine tools increased from tiw 

value of Rs.1205 million in 1965-66 to that oi Rs.l61S million l.n 1967-6b 

with a corresponding increase in employment from 23942 persons to 26742 

persons. Number of trading shops increased from 98329 in 1965-ob to 112982 

in 1968-69 with an i.ncrease of employment from 3 7511 persons to 39834 persons.* 

Similarly, the commercial establishments increased from 30776 in 1905-66 to 

35943 in 1968-69 with an employment increase from 41597 to 48341 persons.lb 

These are of course only a few of the direct visible influences. These 

*Number of employees is of paid workers. Number of shops, majority of >.rhich 
are operated by the owners, therefore, exceeds the number of employees. 
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;rowth Lf Non-f~um Job Opportunit1e::. 1'1 SCPlP 3clecte 1 
I~dustries and Estaolish~ents Influence~ by 

AgrlcLtltural Devel0pment, PU"lJ3.h, 1S65-6f) throu';h 1.:.113-h1 

- ----·------· -------------

Year 

l ()j-()(, , 

l %6-6 7 

1967-6<3 

l ';68-6S. 

-----

Nanufacrure of 
Agricultural Inplements 
_..::nd Hachin<.: Tools 
Pr ;duct ion lJrlployment 

(Ls.kn Rupees) (Number) 

1205 21, '.A2 

14"i6 25,S36 

1615 2n,742 

1764 

9rl 32'1 37,5ll 

93,0i37 35,f'J01 

104,356 37,.-3';11 

112, SJ2 3S, 334 

Source: Statistical Abstracts ot PunJab [b, 7{ 

CutT'l'1CrCl'11 
r,f_J.bl i2hment., 

30 776 41' ,,, 

1 () ' 1+ 'i i~ 43' '311 

31.2dtl lf4 '4i,i~ 

3.:. ':>43 48 '31, l 

-·-------------
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S('condary and tertiary influences are ve1y far reaching and permeate through 

the economy as an inJection spreads through the veins and artC'nes of ,1 

living body; and they are hard to be quantified. One of the vr;;cy out

standing influences, for example, is on the number of repairs and spares 

service-shops, on which reliable data do not exist. It is, however, a 

cnuL'1lon sight in the cities, small towns and roadside vlllages that a 1 arge 

number of mechanic workshops have sprung up which deal with the servicin~ 

and repairing of electric motors, oil engines, tractors and power drawn tou', 

and implements. But for the use of machines and tractors in agricultme, 

there would have been no such establishments which today provlde such a 

gainful employment to a large number of skilled workers. This process is 

continuing. Mechanics and facilities needed for repairs and servicing of 

tractors and other machinery are short of demand in the state. As yet, 

farmers have t<~ travel considerably long distances to avail , f thesE' 

tacilities. Day by day these facilities are pulling nearer to the vii !age&. 

because the increasing volume of business makes this spread-out an economtc<.~J 

proposition. A further increase in the degree of farm mechanization is, 

therefore, expected to have a considerable spread-out effect ,m ere at ing 

off-farm skilled job opportunities in the small towns and even in the vLlla~es 

nf the state. 

The increase in the non-agricultural employment as shown in table 6, 

is> of course, not entirely due to the process of farm mechanization and 

expansion of the agricultural sector. Some increases would have be~n there 

even independent of the growth in agriculture. One has to, however, 

remember that more than 76% of the population in Punjab lives in villag~B 

and is mainly dependent on agriculture. Total economy of the state is 

overwhelmingly agriculture-based. No wonder, therefore, the non-agricultural 

sector and employment experienced a distinct upswing coinciding with the 
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S•J call.ed green-revo1 ution in the agricu ture of the state. A -;il<lllJ ru.,e 

111 the non-agricultural production and e 1ploymenL after }<:io.)-·fJ6 1s ., monumcntdl 

~vidence of this influence. 

~Economies and Diseconomies Involved 

The foremost problem that faces the adoption of mechani<..aJ pm.;er in 
densely 

the/ populated developing countries such as lndia and Paklsta.n 1s the aver:tge 

small size of the farms. India has only 1. 8 hectare averap:• s i zc ot 

holdings.[_9J Small size of the holdings should not, however, :)e a very 

maior hurdle. Firstly the averages do not reveal the ~..omplete picture. ,, 

fa1rly good-scale mechanization of farm operations can be efi~cted 0n 

rna jority of above average-size holdings. A small average is nut a complct~ 

h1.nderence in the way of introduction of mach1.nes. For example, more than 

2'5 percent of the farms commanding 69% of the cultivated area in India em, 

conveniently mechanize most of their farm operat1ons.* Secondly. some 

machines fal 1 under a fairly small scale production techno} or;y sut h d<> 

smal 1 size v1ater pumps, stationary engines, thrashing machines, chai i n>1. 

madunes and small tractors. Partial mechanization 1s possible on dr,,,.:-: 

all sizes of farms. The problem, however, is mainly w1.th the largE'r macnt,l 

Jt indivisible character, such as large tractors and combL1es. HC'l"C aga1n 

the small size should not be an absolute hurdle. Small sized tractors 

with BHP between 15 to 20 can be profitable introduced on hol<.lin~;s aroun<J. 

8-10 hectares capable of intensity above 150%.** 

*These farms are above 3 hectares each, 50/o of the area is o £" farms over 
5 hectares and 29% above 10 hectares.f9l 

**A study conducted by Gupta (unpublished) at the Department of Economics 
and Sociology of PAU, found that compared to the use of bullocks and 
different capacity tractors and pumping sets, DT-14 tractor (14BHP) doing 
both traction and stationary work turned out to be the most profitable 
proposition for a 15 acre farm.(5) 
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The majority of holdings in India are, however, very small (39 percent 

of the holdings are less than 3 hectares commanding 31% of the area). Here 

otten a cooperative or a joint farming approach is advocated. rhe whole 

canplex of cooperative departments and organizations at state and central 

(federal) levels are endeavouring hard in this direction. Given, however, 

the economic and social values in India, it is hard to believe that a cooper

ative approach, on a voluntary basis, can break much of a ground. Management, 

with all individualistic aspirations and angles, is the major problem wine 

hds remained unsurmountable so far. This approach as such does not, there

fore, have any bright future, unless these economies move towards some syste·: 

of collectivization with elements of compulsions -- a socialistic approach. 

Without in any way reflecting on the socialistic system of farming, analysi~ 

here is confined to the situation under a democratic set up without any 

elements of compulsion. The cooperatives under this set up, while seekin~ 

to provide an alternative to collectivization, do not appear to be destt.nell 

to succeed in any major way. How will small farms then acquire a size u£ 

ousiness to permit mechanization. Answer is showing up in the spectacular 

cc.1se of Punjab farms. A study brought out that more than 30 percent of 

the owners of tractors rented-in land and 80 percent did custom work. ,18l 

Custom hiring has the advantage of firm commitments and easy managerial 

decisions because of real business considerations on the pdrt of both the 

owners of the machines and those Who hire. Wheat thrashing in Punjab and 

Haryana, for example, has been almost completely mechanized. Tractor 

hiring for plowing, seedbed preparation and sowing is becoming increasinp,ly 

popular. Purchase and sale of water, pumped through privately owned 

tubewells and pumping sets, is a common sight. These activities have a 

scope to expand considerably. As shown in table 6, 
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b11llocks as a source of draft power are being replaced very fast. This 

trend is likely to speed up with the custom hiring of machine services 

becoming more <:~nd more common. Owning of machines may not be thus economical 

for the small farms, if operations are limited to only the owned holdings. 

Yet, the custom hiring and renting-in activities would permit the scale of 

operations to expand enough to make the use of machine-power economical. In 

this process, large and medium size mechanized farms can enlarge their s 1:'e 

vertically and small farms expand horizontally through 1 and renting-in 

activity and/or selling the services of machines excess of their requiremt."' 

Those farms which do not own machines can expand their size vertically and 

bor izontally throueh hiring-in of the services of machines. Here, of 

course, cash needs (for \-lor king capital) of small farms increase demand inl!. 

adequate institutional credit facilities.* 

Considered from another angle, there seems to exist a very strong 

operational relationship of the farm size 1..rith the minimum power-um.t 

available to the farmer. Land holdings from this point of vic\v can be 

classified into two categories, i.e., owned holdings and operational 

holdings. It is not necessary that the size distribution of the two 

categories of holdings should always move in the sawe direction. In Punjab 

(the case under analysis) average owned holding is less than b.S acres. \7. 

It is, however, rare to find an operational holding of this size i.n the 

villages. The most common (fudal) size of the operational holdings in tht' 

central Punjab till recently has been 12-14 acres. Thi.s has been so, 

because the basic minimum power unit available to the farmers was a pair 

*There can arise a question of the opportunity cost of this capital. Con
sidering the high degree interaction of mechanization with the adoption of 
improved technology, labor-use and productivity of the factors of produc
tion, the economic and social returns from this investment can be safely 
considered to be higher than the opportunity cost of this capital. 
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of bullocks. With the given technology this size of the holding was the 

optimum unit for a pair of bullocks. Depending upon the irrigation facili-

ties available, texture of the soil, etc., the modal size varied from area 

to area around the capacity of a pair of bullocks to do the farm jobs. In 

drier light soil areas and canal irrigated areas most common size of the 

operational holdings turned out to be larger at 18-20 acres, still revolving 

around the-basic power unit--a pair of bullocks. Whereas the average 

ownership holding has been decreasing in size over time as a result of farm 

population increase leading to sub-divisions, the operational holding size 

has not been affected much adversely. With the introduction of small tractors 

and other machines, very discernible changes are coming about. The opera-

tional size of the holdings is increasing to match with the requirements 

of the new power-units. A small ownersh'tp holding is not. thus~ <ln absolute 

hurdle in the way of mechanization. It increases through renting-in activity 

to match with the new power unit. Small farmers can and do use machine-

power without owning the machines and in the long run this will introduce 

an element of mobility in the farming population enabling some of the sma 1 l 

farmers to become part-time farmers and even quit farming as job opportunt 'te& 

develop outside of agriculture, partly initiated oy the process of :nechani-

zation itself. 

Another important aspect of the economies in replacing th~C bullocks 

with machine-power is of saving the land that goes under fodders for draft 

animals. In the Punjab, for example, according to 1966 counts. there we~.:e 

1286200 bullocks and 287600 male calves between the age of one to three 

years. In addition to these, there \-lere 24 7200 ie-buffaloes used for draft 

purposes and 11170 male-buff-calves in the age group one to three years.* 

*Director of Land Records, Punjab -- quoted as source in Statistical Abstract 
of Punjab, 1969.(7) 
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' 

Even at a conservative rate of 0.2 acres per head, these male-animals 

required at least 456540 acres of irrigated land, capable of growing two 

crops a year, for their fodder requirements.* Since this land is often 

the best piece of land, located near the assured irrigation source 

(tubewell or a pumping set), there is every reason to believe that only 

the best land capable of producing two crops a year gets allocated to the 

fodder activity. Opportunity cost of this land being very high**, this land 

should be allocated under the best paying crop rotation, if the fodder 

requirements get eliminated through the replac,ement of draft animals with 

mechanical power. With a very reasonable assumption that the alternative 

activity on this. land will be the 'wheat-maize' rotation, this land can 

produce more .than 1.14 million tons of food grains (half wheat and half 

maize***· From a national point of v:Lew, the opportunity cost of growing 

fodders fat draft animals in Punjab is thus 1.14 million tons of food grains. 

Considering the money returns on this land, this will approximately yield an 

-additional amount of Rs. 595 million per year as returns to the fixed farm 

resources of. the farmers. This amount of additional income will be equiva·· 

h~nt to the price of approximately 23 thousand 20~BHP tractors.**** 

!' 

*In Punjab, there is not much of pasture lands. Almost all the fodders 
needed for animals have to be grot~. Normally very fertile irrigated land 
is·· put under the fodder crops. 

**Singh, I.J., estimated the opportunity cost of Rabi-land allocated to 
fodders to be Rs.ll53.13 per year in 1965 (Graduate Research, University 
of Wisconsin, Madison; unpublished). Due to a tremendous technological 
breakthrough after 1965, opportunity cost of such lands can be reasonably 
atsumed to have at least doubled by 1969-70. 

***Yield levels assumed here are 12.5 quintals of wheat and 12.5 quintals 
maize per acre. These are the most common yield levels for these crops 
with improved varieties on such lands in the Punjab. 

~ingh, Gurdev, estimates Rs.l304/- per acre as returns over variable costs 
for wheat and Rs.657/- for maize, on tractor operated farms in Ludhiana 
district in 1970. [22 'J 
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In any attempt on economic analysis of such a cognizible change involving 

the basic structure of agriculture also needs to scrutinize carefully the 

probable adverse effects it might have on the economy. Although in the 

context of mechanization process as it has taken place in Punjab (as a case), 

there appears to be no adverse effect on labor employment inside or outside 

of agriculture, its productivity and returns to the other factors of pro

duction, yet some peripheral questions would need to be anS\-lered. Hi 11 

mechanization of farm operations be having the same complementarity effect 

on labor employment and its productivity on unit:rigated lands? This i.s tllt' 

one of such questions. If it does not, it has many economic, social and 

political implications involving a widening of regional disparities in 

incomes, leading to an economic and sociaA polarization and considerable 

political strains on the system. If the society is considered as a single 

entity, not in separate regions or groups, the differentials in the region&l 

growth and development should not create such problems, because the addition3l 

-product al}d incomes generated anywhere (with groups or in regions) can be 

distributed equitably through a well structured system of taxation ann 

transfer payments.* Yet, the political system remaining as it is :md 

regional as well as group pulls and pushes being very much there, it is 

s_o very important not to let regional pnd group income disparities t-~iden, 

particularly with the instruments of allocation of scarce national resources 

consistant with their marginal productivity. It is, therefore, very important 

to examine the impact of such a crucial structural change as of substitution 

of machine-power for animal-power in agriculture. India, for example, has 

very vast areas of dry lands suffering from an inadequacy of total precipi

tation and its distribution over time. \-lhatever precipitation is received, 

tt concentrates in less than three months--middle of June through early 

September. Crops often suffer from a severe insufficiency or a total lack 

*This aspect is discussed in detail in another work. 
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o' :noistL.re for a major part of the year, while a hug;e amount ,,f ra1 n-

1¥<11 er runs off during the monsoon periods. Here i.t i<> a question uf 

tunely and prorer preservation of rainwater to be used by the 11lant& durin~> 

their dry grow·th periods. Also here the problem is of properly and timelv 

seeding ot the crops. Animal draft power (poor in health as the ani'llals 

an~ bound to be in these areas) is not sufficient and approonate enouP.;li 

ta do these jobs efficiently. In dry areas, tractors can do a ?ood job 

pf t i~el Y and effective conservation of m'nsture, which may not oe poss 1, , 

to do so with the aniraals. This is the basis of the healthier influen..::es 

mechanical power on the productivity in agriculture, generating more worh. 

and jobs on hoeing, weedings, harvesting. thrashing, transportation and 

marketing of enhanced output. It is essentially a question of prnviding th< 

much lacking motive and draft power to get the process of crop cnltivation 

started more intensively and on a wider area. Once the use of 'Ttechanical 

power m-1kes it possible to grow crops on a wider area, more hand Jobs get 

~reated and the frequency of operations increases. In such areas, a la~k 

oi necessary and suffi.cient motive power puts the biggest constrd.t.nt •!, 

the oroduc tion prograrrnnes of the farmers. Once this constraint is reuiiJv.·tl 

its complementarity with labor use and its productivity starts play:ng u• . 

Th1s phenomenun is evidently visible in dry areas of Haryana state u1 

lndia where wages have increased from Rs.3.96 in l9b7 to Rs.4.bg per man 

day in 1969 for plowing, from Rs.3.99 to Rs.5.03 for sowing, Rs.3.'J1 to 

Rs.4.24 for harvesting, Rs.4.55 to Rs.4.95 for weeding operations and from 

Rs.3.55 to 4.42 for other agricultural operations. For blacksmiths and 

carpenters this increase has occurred from Rs.5.98 to Rs.8.32 Hnd Rs.4.60 

to Rs.8.49 per day respectively. Even women labor wages for picking oi 

cotton have increased from Rs.3.20 to Rs.3.89 per day.L6 l The rising wage 
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'"iltt s are a direct indication of the increasing demand for }a..J 'Ur.'~ Thts 

ir'< rease in wages indicating an increasing demand for labor is the re>sult 

li varJ"JUS elements of improved technolo• y such as new seed, tertilizers :wd 

water use, interacting with mechanical power made available i_,1 thP. form o± 

water pumping engines, electric motors and tractors. Another aspect oi 

the human labour employment deserves an emphasis at this point. Although 

the figures presented here show a rise in wages for the same types of 

jobs over time, yet the mechanical-power-use creates some new jobs in-

volving handling of machinery, which need higher mental skills. This impru • .: :· 

the quality of the human element and its vertical mobility providing a strong 

base for a progressive outlook and change in the values of the majority of 

the people. The developing nations cannot afford to ignore these dimensions 

of the healthy influences of mechanization of their agriculture on the 

rural population. 

Another very healthy influence of substituting the machine power for 

animals will be on the animal breeding programs. There exists a competitive 

relationship between breeding the animals for draft purposes and for milk 

purposes. In the animals breeding programs, more we gain on draft, more we 

have to lose on milk and vice versa. The dual-purpose animals cannot be the 

ideal milk yielders and have an excellent draft power at the same time. With 

the efforts directed towards breeding the animals for milk purpose alone, it 

is far easier to develop high milk yielding breeds. Thus, a substitution 

of the draft animals with machines eliminates the duality of the purpose in 

the breeding programmes and improves the milk yields. At the same time, the 

resources being used in raising the draft animals get released and can be 

used for raising the milch animals. 

*Consumer price index for agricultural labourers in Punjab and Haryana with 
base 1950-51 was 194 in 1967, 191 in 1968 and 196 in December 1969. 
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In balance there seem to be few arguments, logic, or facts that should 

cast doubts on economic justifiability of substituting the totally ineffi

cient animal draft power with the mechanical power in the agriculture of 

the developing countries, which will probably generate some positive 

and desirable interactions with the other elements of improved production 

technology, generating more demand for human labor, and also improving its 

productivity, increasing the wage rates as well as enhancing the productivity 

and returns to all the other factors of production. 
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